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today, the market has changed in ways that could not have
been imagined when the programs was first conceived. the

world of interoperability, particularly in collaboration, is huge.
people are very comfortable opening and working with

products that not only show their problem but share that
problem. then there is mobile. besides desktop, people are
using tablets and smartphones. they are also connecting to

each other lastly, softdesk was a great partner because of the
unique toolset we provided. so with the acquisitions, the

product development organization and the release schedule
continue to evolve. the ultimate goal of a great product

organization is to provide great software, the value of our
software and the design and engineering skills weve had for
years. im confident that we have many great products in our

pipeline including an atlas for architectural professionals. weve
always said that we dont want to define the future, but to help
people design and engineer a successful future. bass then tells
the story of his own startup company, raw resources. hired, he

realized that the hardware available to companies could do
more harm than good. most firms would buy premade graphics
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workstations, no matter how unreliable. they would buy
industrial hardware, no matter that it was incapable of one
reason or another. he noticed the need for a cheap, reliable

machine that could be used on a daily basis. he put in a call to
steve jobs. "who wants that?" a certain apple executive said to
him. "not me." but when he started shipping it, it went crazy.

he realized that most firms just wanted the low cost and
reliability of a pc and he solved that.
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the revit user community was outspoken about their wishes to
have a more commercial product (xport). back in 2013 when
things were just starting to get rolling on autocad plant, bartz
says there was a sense among users that, because the licence
fee was so low, that the natural place to go was to add more

features to the product. “because people understood licensing,
they were more willing to spend, because they could

understand the cost of the product. what i’m saying is that in
hindsight it probably would have been a little more of a

commercial product for people.” we then got onto autodesk’s
first saas product which was autocad 360. it was never a
commercial product, but was instead a technical preview.

while it was technical preview, users were given a free virtual
machine to test the product. you needed a free licence to use
it, and that probably was designed to make money from the
virtual machine. it did help for a limited period of time to get
people on board. that was the year before carol took over at

autodesk. we asked bartz if she knew what was going on with
the 360 product at the time. she recalls that autodesk wanted

people to use the product, so they hired a guy who had
experience with virtualisation technologies and hardware to
make them a virtual machine. there were several problems

with the virtual machine that were quickly fixed, making it the
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best saas experience to date for autodesk. there wasn’t any
degree of separation between working in autocad as a pc user

and working in autocad as a cloud user. so how did she get
involved in the decision making at that stage? “we were

convinced that this was the right thing for autodesk to do. it
was working. it was evolving. it had momentum. it was just

going to be possible to further that product with a more stable
environment. if you recall, the original autocad 360 experience

was with a virtual machine on a pc so it was awkward. i’m
going to believe that the move to saas was not made because
of my opinion, it was made because of the customer feedback.
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